Abstract. Some general techniques are developed for treating nonstandard nonlinear elliptic problems arising when a so-called domain perturbation method is applied to free boundary problems. Our results are applied to two model problems from fluid mechanics.
(and also earlier by Schaetter [9] and Acker [11] ). Hamilton proved that for every smooth convex curve B there exists a unique solution to Problem II (the curve H(0) is also smooth and convex, and u is smooth). His result is strictly two-dimensional, since conformal mappings were used to derive a priori estimates. Our existence result complements Hamilton's in that we do not require the curve r= B(O) to be convex. In three dimensions we were unable so far to carry out a similar approach, because of the singularities in the Laplace operator in spherical coordinates.
We wish to stress the generality of our approach. It can be used to attack problems with boundary conditions of arbitrary order and variable coefficients, and with nonlinear equations of motion. In contrast, a more common variational approach (see, e.g., [2, Chap. 3] ) is rather restricted (but it is a global method).
Finally, we mention that Problems I and II have an interesting physical interpretation. For Problem II it is described in [5, p. 215], so that we present a similar interpretation for Problem I (with similar deficiency as mentioned in [5] ). We consider fluid occupying the half space y > 0, x R n, and assume there is a stream flowing over the periodic bottom y B(x). The fluid is assumed to be perfect with unit density, and at rest outside a free surface boundary, so that there is a velocity jump at the free surface. Let u be the stream potential. By choosing units of length and time we can make the velocity on free surface y H(x) and circulation equal to one. This leads us to Problem I.
2. Preliminary results. Let x=(x,...,x,), j=(j,...,j,), n->_l. Let the function u=u(x,y) be 27r periodic in each variable xi, i=l,...,n, 0-<y-<_l; u(x, y) =j=_ uj(y) e ix. Define the norms Ilu(x, y)llo =yJ=_maxo<__y__<l [uj(y) which is easily seen to be a convergent series for r sufficiently small.
Proof Since for any multi-index a, I1-m, max.y IOul <= Ilull the proof follows.
By [,,/ we denote the norm in the space C"/(V), rn integer >-0, 0 < a < 1 (see, e.g., [1] for the definition). Here, g, f, b are given functions 27r periodic in 0. Here we denoted (4.11) n cosh nhl ho + o" sinh nh >-cn enhl. Proof. Assume that this is not true, i.e., there are two solutions (u (x, y), h (x)) and (i (x, y), h (x)). By the maximum principle we conclude that 0 <-u <-1 for b <-y <_-h, and 0 < u < 1 for b < y < h, and also that h and h are different. Consider first the special case, when one free surface is above the other, touching at some point, say, h (x) => h (x), h (Xo) h (Xo). Otla/Onlh=ha----a <-1, as is clear from (3.5).) 6 . General noncoercive problems. We discuss the problem (x R", 0 <= y <_-1)
Uy + a,Du eg(e, Dku, Dkh, Dkb), (6.1) Au ef(e, D2u, D2h, D2b),
Here h u(x, 1), g, f, and b are given functions, 27r periodic in each variable xi, i= 1,. ., n; ce =(al, ", a,, 0), e, a, b are constants, and k, are integers whose magnitudes are not restricted. We are looking for 27r periodic in each xi solution u (x, y), assuming e is small. Solving a problem of type (6.1) was the key ingredient in solving Problems I and II, as well as in Shinbrot's proof of existence of water waves in three dimensions. If the boundary condition at y 1 is coercive, i.e., satisfies the Lopatinski-Schapiro condition, then one should be able to prove existence based on Schauder's estimates, as we did for Problem I. In particular, in Shinbrot's paper one has the boundary operators (with u=u(x, y, z))uy-'(uyxx+Uyzz)+Fuxx at y= 1, and uy at y=0, which are both coercive. Hence, it appears that Schauder's estimates can be used, considerably simplifying the proof.
Using A spaces one can treat more general problems, including noncoercive ones. In particular, we have the following theorem, whose proof is similar to that of Theorem 5.2. THEOREM 6.1. Assume the following estimate for the problem (6.1) (with g g(x), f =f(x,y)) with integer m >-max (2, k Example. In Shinbrot's water wave model assume that the surface tension r 0, and the gravity is pointing up, i.e., g and F= U2/g are negative numbers, say F -f,f>= O. Assuming for simplicity u 0 at y 0, we consider the problem (different from the one in [10] ) Uy-fUxx eg(e, Du, Dh, Db ),
Au ef(e, D2u, D2h, D2b), 0< y < 1, u =0, y =0.
